
English version

What do you know about Thailand and Switzerland? various solutions
true      

�

a sweet cocoa drink □

1 a boozing session □

a sing-along for everybody �

the parliament □

2 the people �

the Federal Council □

Wat Phra That Doi Suthep □

3 Wat Suan Dok □

Wat Chiang Man �

15 hours □

4 2 days □

5 days �

5 countries �

5 7 countries □

4 countries □

nong �

6 phi □

lung □
P

new town �

7 old town □

Rose ofthe North □

straw dust □

8 house dust □

hay dust �

people than dogs □

9 dogs than people �

temple than dogs □

USA □

10 UK □

Germany �

3 gates □

11 4 gates □

5 gates �

machinery, apparatus, electronics □

12 watches □

chemical-pharmaceutical products �

aroi mai □

13 lamm tä tä �

au iik □

mai pen rai �

14 sabai □

arom sia □

Wiang Kum Kam �

15 Nopburi Sri Nakon Ping □

Chiang Mai □

from Pontius Pilatus □

16 from Pilum (dart) □

from Pila (pillar, strut) �

the domestic intelligence service □

17 Ueli Maurer □

the office hours of the air force �

0.5 □

18 1.0 �

5.0 □

a victim of the bird flu □

19 the referee's gesture for death □

an Albanian-born footballer �

a bug which eats the playing card □

20 an unbeatable card �

a grumpy fellow player □

"Never mind!" or "it's not so bad!" or forget it!"                                                                                                                        

What is that in Thai?

The first capital of the newly founded Lanna Kingdom had a name.                                                                                                                                                                              

What was the name of this capital?

In Thailand relatives are adressed in different ways, e.g. depending 

on whether the uncle is the father's younger brother, the mother's 

younger brother, the father's older brother or the mother's older 

brother.                                                                                                                                                            

How is a younger person addressed?

Chiang Mai is the capital of Chiang Mai Province.                                                                                            

It translates into ...

Thai food is world famous and often a bit spicy.                                                                                                                                                  

What is delicious in Thai?

In addition to milk, rennet and Propiono bacteria, the production of 

genuine Emmental cheese requires another little-known ingredient.                                                                                                             

What else is added to the milk?

You have certainly noticed that there are a lot of dogs in Thailand.                                                                   

In Chiang Mai there are more ...

Last year Switzerland achieved an export surplus of 19 billion francs. 

Which country is Switzerland's largest trading partner in terms of 

sales?

The old town of Chiang Mai is a square enclosed by an ancient city 

wall. The surrounding moat, which used to house crocodiles, 

protected the town from enemies.                                                                                                                                                                                          

How many gates are there in the city wall?

Switzerland is famous for chocolate, watches, and cheese.                                                                         

But what were the most exported itens in terms of value last year?

In the old times Chiang Mai could only be reached from Bangkok by 

boat. It took about 2 months. 1922, the Bangkok-Chiang Mai railway 

line was opened, saving a lot of time.                                                                     

Then, the trip took ...

Karaoke is very popular in Thalaind.                                                                                                              

What is it?

Who is the highest political authority in Switzerland?

The oldest temple in Chiang Mai was built in 1297.                                                                                  

What is its name?

Switzerland is in the heart of Europe.                                                                                                                          

How many countries border on to Switzerland?

Lucerne's landmark mountain, the PILATUS, is equally popular with 

locals and tourists.                                                                                                                     

What is this name derived from?

Terrorists have a hard time in Switzerland.                                                                                                          

What do they have to pay attention to?

Genetically we are all related in some way.                                                               

How many percent Swiss is Barack Obama?

When a Swiss crosses his hands in front of his chest waving them 

about,                                                                                                                 

he must be ...

The card game 'Jassen' has about as many rules as the traffic laws.                                                                                                                  

What does 'Bock' mean when playing the game?


